CSIT Solidarity
with migrants and refugees

Cancún - October 2015
To involve CSIT in the international solidarity movement
• Millions of migrants and refugees had to leave their countries.
• Most of them are going to a neighbour country and more than 550000 came to Europe in 2015.
• No freedom to travel, toussants of deaths in the Mediterranean sea.
• Different kind of welcoming policies from countries.
• Whole families are concerned.
• Rise of racism and xenophobia.
• Movements of solidarity, especially in sport.
• Citizens and sportsmen of tomorrow.
CSIT Call of projects

• Organization in the country of a CSIT member Union of a sport event involving migrants or refugees.
• To organize a sports event or to implement a specific action on an existing event (tournament, festival, training course, etc.)

• To work with an association or non governmental organization of migrants, a State, a municipality or a public institution

• To organize the project between January 2016 and January 2017, the 1st.
Means

12000 euros from the fund of solidarity

4 projects financed with 3000 euros max each

Communication

Network of experiences
• Launch at the Congress in Cancun (October 2015)

• Creation of a Commission in charge of managing the project in connection with Unions (communication, call and analysis of projects, proposal of decision)

• Coordinated by one member of CSIT Excom

• The Excom will be informed of the candidacies and will validate the awarded projects